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sie^QH BY THE PREMIER, MR. DUNS TAN, OPENING RADEX TIMBER DEVELOPMENT 
EXPOSITION. ST. PETERS. 19.11.74. 

Mr. Page, Mr. McArthur, ladies and gentlemen : 

Thank you very much for asking me to open this exposition. 

As one of the main features of South Australia's Timber Week it's an 
invitation I was obviously anxious to accept. I must add that my 
pleasure was further intensified by the fact that the exhibition is 
being held within my electorate and that a principal part of Softwood 
Holdings - Adelaide Division, is in fact located within it. 

This isn't an Expo in the grand international sense of zany architecture, 
thrill-a-minute, go-go exhibits and hard international competitive 
selling. 

But in its quieter sytle it is, I think, a very important exhibition. 

a start it gives the lie to those who said: "it can't be done". 

For years the accepted view of pinus radiata was that it was a useful 
workaday wood - good for packing cases and internal building 
construction but one which did not lend itself to the sophisticated 
finishes of more exotic timbers. 

Rapid developments in technology in the past few years, awareness 
of the potential of this breakthrough by firms such as Softwood 
Holdings and the availability here of architects, designers, 
cabinet makers and carpenters of sensitivity have shown this to be 
untrue and in consequence given us once again an Australian lead. 

The products you see today are simple and stylish. They've yet to 
proved in the market place. But I've absolutely no doubt that 

they will find immediate acceptance. 

And in doing so, Softwood Holdings will be further consolidating an 
industry which is already of fundamental importance to South Australia. 

And it is, of course, a benign industry. No part of the product is 
wasted. From particle board through the whole range of products 
every bit is used. Additionally, it's a renewable resource. 

I'm rather proud of one small part I've been able to play in the 
development of pinus radiata as a wood that is beautiful as well as 
serviceable. 
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The Premier's Department offices have recently been renovated using 
pinus radiata panelling. 

The result is a delight. It is, I think, a fine advertisement for a 
great South Australian resource and fine South Australian craftsmanship. 

Softwood Holdings and the State Government have over the years, 
established a particularly fruitful partnership. 

In this latest venture the company and its various subsidiaries 
deserve great credit for the way in which they have pioneered the 
new products and researched them for market release. I think you're 
on a winner. 

Evidence of this and of the strength of the company and the demand 
for its products - traditional and new - is that the State Government 
has recently concluded an agreement to supply Softwood Holdings with 

^^.mber for the next 20 years. 

If I may throw in one extra thought. I'd suggest that, now that the 
success of pinus radiata as a multi-purpose timber is assured, we 
could well look to the potential of native softwoods with all their 
ecological advantages. 

Planting of native softwoods now and their proper investigation for 
commercial use could prove to a future generation as important a 
decision as that made to establish the pinus radiata plantations. 

Again congratulations on the development of this new range of 
products. They will, I'm confident, bring lasting pleasure to their 
users and further profits to your company. 

^have very much pleasure in formally declaring the Exposition open. 

Thank You. 
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